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Abstract
In recent years, product design in Taiwan has received considerable attention because of economic
development in Taiwan. Concurrently, a law regarding the development of the cultural and creative
industries was passed. Since then, craft-related industries in Taiwan have begun to transform into cultural
and creative industries and create their own brands. Consequently, leveraging unique cultural strengths,
integrating creativity, and emphasizing design traits during design stages are crucial factors of creative
products that reinforce the development of cultural and creative industries in Taiwan.
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1. Introduction
Because of scientific and technological advancements, information is widespread across countries and
product characteristics appear more often worldwide, indicating the onset of an aesthetic era of an
economically globalized market. Products exhibit practical functions and features that integrate culture and
beauty, which improves their accessibility to contemporary consumers.
Products involve brand-specific symbols, and brands are abstract. Spirit is the overall experience of
consumer products and reflects consumers' moods, knowledge, attitudes, and behavior. Moreover,
manufacturers have developed increasingly advanced production technologies in recent years, and their
competitors have quickly generated comparable technologies. In addition to functional and engineering
requisites, products incorporate affective attributes such as attractiveness, aesthetics, and creativity, which
are the key factors that consumers seek when selecting brand-name products.
Consumers commonly analyze a product’s features to understand their cultural characteristics and
aesthetic expression, which can enhance the aesthetics of product design and expand its presence in the
economy. In this study, we measured and compared consumers’ valuation of designer products in an online
store by documenting their preferences of the designer products, as well as their importance. We then
integrated factors of designer products of an online store and developed a design model for designer
products.
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2
Background
2.1
Designer product website
Online retailing has been suggested to be a more convenient shopping method for consumers because
online stores offer greater time savings and greater satisfaction; furthermore, greater satisfaction with online
shopping is positively correlated with consumer perceptions (Szymanski & Hise, 2000). Kacen, Hess, and
Chiang (2013) also proposed that consumers prefer stores that sell high-quality products at a low price, and
that they desire to make transactions quickly and pleasantly.
The designer products of the website in this study are cultural, decorative, distinctive, and memorable.
These types of websites do not just sell products; they are platforms to share and communicate ideas. The
purpose of these websites is to enable shoppers to have a different type of shopping experience, and not just
the aspect of buying commodities during the shopping process. These websites explore custom-made
jewelry, works of art, merchandise, clothing, arts and crafts, and vintage groceries. Although these designer
products may be less mainstream, certain stores and designers are creative; hence, artists are eager to convey
ideas and design products around them.
For example, Etsy (United States), founded in 2005, is an online marketplace where people buy and sell
vintage and handmade goods, as well as art and craft supplies. Etsy incorporates an aestheticized interface of
curated galleries, seller testimonials, and tools to enhance and personalize consumer shopping experience.
The company, sellers, and shoppers engage in practices that ensure shopping on Etsy feels culturally
productive (Cuervo, 2012; Pace et al., 2013). Other similar designer product websites include Wowsai
(mainland China) and Pinkoi (Taiwan). Therefore, we explored designer products on websites that can
determine preferences with an awareness of design features.
2.2
Consumer preferences for designer products
Beauty is the temperament exuded by a product that enables consumers to understand its feeling and
imagine themselves using the product. The beauty of a product incorporates the expression of style, ratio,
and color as the communication medium. A beautiful feeling is the most powerful impression that a product
can provide (Hassenzahl, 2004). Product design is a core element of products and includes a product’s
aesthetics and function. Furthermore, the design of the total customer experience is a critical marketing
concern (Luchs & Swan, 2011). Aesthetics is an inherent aspect of the form of a product and has been
frequently connected to emotional responses; therefore, a product’s cognitive appraisals are part of the
emotions evoked by its aesthetics (Veryzer & Hutchinson, 1998; Batra, Seifert, & Brei, 2015).
Consumers currently require a design that is not only functional and ergonomic, but also capable of
stimulating emotional pleasure. In terms of design contributions, designers should exert their efforts in
maintaining the functionality of a product as well as enhancing the essential quality of the product, or the
ostensible “taste” (Yen, Lin, & Lin, 2016). Yen, Lin, & Lin (2016) also proposed a product design that, in
addition to incorporating product beauty, delicacy, and engineering, places more consideration on product
attractiveness and creativity. Hence, consumers currently require a design that is not only practical and
ergonomic, but also capable of activating emotional pleasure.
2.3
Design sense (Qualia)
“Qualia” is a Latin word that is part of design sense; qualia is a combination of the emotional response
and quality of a product. N Idei (2010) proposed that the feeling of happiness is imposed on a tangible
object, giving people a sense of surprise and sensation. Furthermore, qualia design is required during the
product design phase. Incorporating “feeling” into products to present the emotional communication of user
experiences has become a design trend in the 21st century. Consequently, “design for feeling” has become a
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key factor in innovative products (Ko, Lin, & Lin, 2009). Bermond (2008) stated that emotional qualia are
the phenomenological representations of the end products of appraisal processes.
A favorable product is a craft that exercises a discourse with people through its sensation-evoking image
and affords them inspiration. American design expert Norman stated that affective/emotional factors are the
ultimate determiners of the success or failure of product design (Yeh & Lin, 2011). Lin (2010) also stated
that qualia products are an expression of “humanity” and “story,” whereas general industrial products are an
expression of function and rationality. Therefore, emotion in product design typically involves a moving
story. "Qualia" is equal to the "design for feeling" that refers to quality, and it comprises five elements:
attractiveness, beauty, creativity, delicacy, and engineering (Yen, Lin, & Lin, 2014).
3 Research Method
3.1 Research Process and Tools
This study involved two phases: 1) filtering and selecting the top six products of an online store, and 2)
conducting a formal survey and performing measurements to confirm the reliability and validity of a design
sense (qualia) questionnaire. In this study, survey questions of design sense on the constructs of
“Attractiveness,” “Beauty,” “Creativity,” “Delicacy,” and “Engineering” were based on a literature review.
Each construct had six questions, as is shown in Table 1.
Table 1. Design sense (qualia) questionnaire.
Constructs
Code
Variables (Description of questions)

Attractiveness

Beauty

Creativity

Delicacy
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A1

This product has an attractive story.

A2

This product can convey cultural meaning.

A3

This product is fun.

A4

This product can evoke memories of life.

A5

This product has fashion sense.

A6

This product has a positive meaning.

B1

This product has a relatively good shape ratio.

B2

This product is of a modern shape.

B3

This product has properly applied color.

B4

This product’s related materials are used with ingenuity.

B5

This product is characterized by the original form design.

B6

This product feels good.

C1

This product makes people feel newfangled.

C2

This product is original or innovative.

C3

This product gives a special impression.

C4

This product uses an ingenious method.

C5

This product can meet the needs of different types of users.

C6

This product has versatility.

D1

This product has a strong structure.

D2

This product has good design details.
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D3

This productt design
d
has an exquisite ornamentation or surface
ce.

D4

This product’s
t’s elements are small and fine.

D5

This productt has
h a high quality.

D6

This productt is
i exquisitely designed overall.

E1

This productt has
h useful functions.

E2

This productt is
i easy to use.

E3

This productt has
h a security operation.

E4

This productt is
i convenient.
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E5
This productt seems
s
durable.
E6 This product uses th
the latest in professional and technical production
ion

3.2 Description of Survey Respondents
nts
(1) Phase1: Selecting experimental subjec
jects for Phase 2
This phase was for selecting experime
mental subjects for Phase 2. This phase entailed sselecting and filtering
the products in the online designer store.
st
These processes involved two stages: 1) We referenced the
products of an online store (Pinkoi), and
nd more than 500 people gathered to add a bookm
mark for each product,
each of whom subsequently selectedd 10 products as experimental subjects (Table
ble 2); 2) we invited
undergraduate students from design-rela
lated departments to investigate product preferen
ence and select six top
products.
ors of surveys
(2) Phase 2: Design sense (qualia) factors
This phase involved the design produ
duct survey through the design sense (qualia) que
uestionnaire. People in
Taiwan were recruited to participate in the
th survey through purposive sampling. The resp
spondents consisted of
undergraduate students, of which 83%
% were female. The mean age of the sample w
was 22 years. In the
preliminary investigation, 85% of the respondents
re
indicated that they had previously purchased
pu
a product or
service online. A total of 128 responden
ents completed a web-based version of the quest
stionnaire, resulting in
120 usable responses.
Table 2. Experimental subjects
Image
Code Product name
P1 Oak fruit house

P2

Wood puzzle key
ring set

Introduction or story of Product
That between the oak forest at thee heart of the fruit
house. Lived only wayward chipmunk
nk. It wants to grow
slowly. Also kidnapped him away ch
childish allowed. In
1230 the degree of non-toxic bakin
ing pottery. Hollow
dough chimney can be inserted twigss fflowers.
Exquisite carton packaging, two woo
ooden puzzle can be
put together as a symbol of the
he close emotional,
Respectively sided laser engraving onn the text you want.
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P3

Jet black
handmade
bamboo
long-handled
umbrella

P4

Juanniao homing
Key house

P5

Bear papa
Ratchet
Screwdriver

P6

Thirsty
Squirrel Water
Dispenser

P7

Warm wall
lamp magnet
clip
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Bamboo, no longer the traditional com
omplex braid. Using
technology processed into raw bambo
boo materials, so that
there are infinite possibilities of bambboo form. "Bamboo
language" umbrella full of innovation
ion in the traditional
process, based on a 12 bamboo umb
mbrella, high-quality
carbonized bamboo umbrella sta
stand after water
embalmed, strength through strict quality
q
tests, have
better flexibility, improved wind resist
istance.
Every day, away from their home inn tthe city of our hard
work, hard work from home when,, aalways eager to go
home camel desire to go home, we aare working hard in
the field hard, there is always tired oone day, hoping to
one day be able to return home, root
ots. I carry the keys
home, always remind myself that ther
ere is always a place
where I can go back in the world.
Bear papa is a simple, honest, and kkind bear. When it
comes to family, he is a good role m
model, for he enjoys
helping people and taking care of ch
children and family.
You can feel the spirit of dedication
on and honesty from
his eyes. He is passionate about bo
both taking care of
family and helping others.
The body of the bear can be split to three parts: head,
torso and feet. The ratchet screwdrive
iver is settled with a
magnetic bits holder of the head.
d. Its torso can be
removed from the feet which containn six
s different bits of
most common sizes.
Follow the squirrel find happiness ne
nectar, because they
know best! Small branches brisk squi
uirrel waiting at any
time, to remind you busy do no
not forget to close
interaction with nature, so that water
er can be simple and
fun! Lightweight and easy to drink op
open design for easy
placement in any corner of the home,
ho
and squirrel
nourish body and mind together, health
lthy drinking water a
day are needed.
Help your mood - light. Co. Make
ke. By ~ Depressed
mood come, weary of you ... Will bee ffelt from seeing the
lights is lit when a "warm" feelingss now! So you lose
energy and joy of drifting into our
ur world for you to
create Come on! Let microorganism
ms lights illuminate
your heart, gather energy ...
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P8

MR.P tongued
husband - toilet paper
roll holder

Eloquent like a steady stream! Tongue
ued husband imagery
makes constant vigilance, speak le
less and do more,
conserve resources!

P9

Porcelain bamboo cup

Bamboo porcelain cup, as the nam
ame suggests is a
combination of porcelain and bambboo. In pure white
porcelain, With elegant and modest
st bamboo symbolic
festival, which symbolizes the integration with
cups. With this concept, showing th
the extension of the
body of the container steadily highe
her. Not only moral
but also save space both placed. The
he protruding part of
the role of the Department of tea bagss tied.
Modern life, manpower Jie smart
art mobile devices,
sometimes in addition to charging smartphones,
sm
Power
may also need to be charged or whethe
ther action is a Tablet
PC also needs to be recharged; Most
ost users accustomed
to going to bed or use your mobile ph
phone, so the charge
in the bed is nothing more than a good choice, This
design solves the problem of insuffic
icient socket, can be
given
two
mobile
devicess
simultaneously
charging; Nightlight design allowss users to use the

P10 TreeStation 2-port
USB charging cradle

phone before going to bed is not in the dark, No need to
get up to turn off the room lights dir
directly off the night
light to sleep.
Reference from Pinkoi (http://en.pinkoi.c
i.com)
3.3 Reliability Analysis of Measuringg Scales
S
and Exploratory Analysis of Factors
A 7-point Likert scale was used in the experiment,
ex
and some of its anchors are as follow
ows: 1 (the sample did
not have sense or did not look or feel comfortable),
com
4 (the sample was moderate in its se
sense or looked or felt
fairly comfortable), and 7 (the sample
le possessed strong sense or looked or felt extr
xtremely comfortable).
Confirmatory factor analysis was conduc
ucted using SPSS 22.0, and the results are outline
ned as follows.
Questionnaire reliability: A substantiall interrater
i
reliability of .90 (p < .001) was achiev
eved by each construct
and the overall scale of the questio
ionnaire of the Attractiveness, Beauty, Creati
ativity, Delicacy, and
Engineering constructs.
Questionnaire validity: The matrix oof factor loadings of each question of the Att
ttractiveness, Beauty,
Creativity, Delicacy, and Engineering constructs
c
was greater than 0.65, and the varian
ance of each construct
was greater than 70%. The questionnaire
ire reliability and validity are shown in Table 3.
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Tables 3. The questionnaire reliability
ty and questionnaire validity (N=120)

Correlation coefficient analysis: The Pe
Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient
nts were computed to
assess the relationship between each off the
t networks and variables (N = 120 for all tests;
ts; Tables 4).
Table 4. The questionnaire correlation
on coefficient
Mean
SD
1
1. Attractiveness
5.31
.7399
.924
2. Beauty
5.47
.7155
.862**
3. Creativity
5.34
.7188
.802**
4. Delicacy
5.12
.7877
.817**
5. Engineering
5.37
.7333
.806**

2

3

4

5

.932
.806**
.888**
.860**

.910
.828**
.829**

.960
.850***

.912

**Level of significance is 0.01 (Two-tail
ailed)，Significantly related. Diagonal: Cronbach
ch's alpha
Correlation coefficient analysis: Thee Pearson
P
product–moment correlation coefficien
ents were computed to
assess the relationship between each off the
t networks and variables (N = 120 for all tests;
ts; Table 4).
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4. Results
4.1 Phase 1
In this phase, we determined particip
ipants’ preferences toward the products of the oonline designer store.
Most design-background undergraduates
tes sought inspiration from the online designer pro
product store, spending
an average of NT$300–500 purchasingg products. Furthermore, they were willing to spend
sp
more money to
buy brand-name products. The top six selected
se
products are shown in Figure 1 and Table
ble 5.
Figure 1. Product preference ranking
g of design online store

Table 5. The selected 6 top products of design online store
P8 MR.P
M
tongued husband –
P4 Juanniao homing Key house
toilet
let paper roll holder

P7 Warm wall lamp magnet clip

P6 Thirsty
Th
Squirrel Water
Disp
spenser

P10 TreeStation
on 2-port USB
charging cradle

P5 Bear papa Ratc
atchet
Screwdriver
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4.2 Phase 2
This phase involved a survey on the top six designer products; the survey was adapted from the design
sense (qualia) questionnaire of the first phase. Multiple regression analysis is often utilized to investigate the
effects of various design parameters; therefore, regression analysis was employed in this study to explore the
impact of qualia design factors on designer product evaluation. According to the regression analysis, the
qualia design factors had a significant impact on the nature of the design products. The regression model
was able to explain over 85% of the overall variances (all RSQ items were over .85), and all F values were
significant and over 110 (p < .001).
In the regression equation, β values represent the ability to predict effects. In this study, β values reached
significant levels (p < .001) in the prediction of the dependent variables. Therefore, the impacts of the
factors of the Attractiveness construct of the design sense (qualia) questionnaire on the overall product
evaluation can be arranged successively as follows: A5>A4>A1>A3>A6; those of the factors of the Beauty
construct of the questionnaire on the overall product evaluation can be arranged successively as follows:
B4>B6>B5>B3>B2>B1; those of the Creativity construct of the questionnaire on the overall designer
product evaluation can be arranged successively as follows: C1>C6>C4>C5; those of the Delicacy construct
of the questionnaire on the overall product evaluation can be arranged successively as follows:
D4>D2>D1>D5>D6; and those of the Engineering construct of the questionnaire on the overall product
evaluation can be arranged successively as follows:E6>E2>E4>E5. Multiple regression analysis for entire
sample is shown in Table 6.
Table 6. Multiple regression analysis for entire sample
Dependent Independent
β
B
SE
variable
variable
A1
.160
.056
.206
A2
.032
.056
.039
A3
.155
.054
.174
A4
.175
.043
.228
A5
.232
.043
.305
A6
.099
.041
.130
R=.928
RSQ=.861
F=116.588***
B1
.100
.048
.117
B2
.114
.047
.139
B3
.127
.051
.150
Design Sense
B4
.235
.052
.274
(Qualia)
B5
.162
.035
.206
B6
.174
.042
.208
R=.950
RSQ=.903
F=174.930***
C1
.447
.080
.525
C2
.079
.063
.096
C3
-.059
.082
-.073
C4
.129
.050
.164
C5
.095
.035
.125
C6
.191
.038
.256
R=.926
RSQ=.858
F=113.471***
72

t
2.825**
.576
2.857**
4.090***
5.332***
2.426*
2.105*
2.423*
2.504*
4.526***
4.625***
4.128***
5.610***
1.244
-.729
2.571*
2.703**
5.042***
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D1
D2
D3
D4
D5
D6
E1
E2
E3
E4
E5
E6
*p <.05

**P<.01

.142
.163
.072
.175
.141
.132
R=.944
.073
.205
.064
.149
.081
.298
R=.946
***P<.001

.041
.065
.058
.049
.058
.071
RSQ=.891
.044
.056
.049
.045
.040
.033
RSQ=.895

Vol. 5 No. 4

.180
.201
.091
.227
.175
.161
F=153.416***
.093
.248
.076
.197
.100
.426
F=160.049***

May, 2016

3.434**
2.495*
1.241
3.574**
2.434*
1.853
1.659
3.650***
1.314
3.318**
2.031*
9.072***

5. Conclusion
The results of this study reflect current consumer preferences as well as popular product design factors.
Specifically, this research found the following factors associated with design of popular designer products:
possessing a fashion sense, exhibiting the ability to evoke memories of life, possessing materials with
ingenuity, exhibiting favorable tactile feeling, being characterized by original form design, invoking
newfangled feeling in people, possessing versatility, being produced by professionals and latest
technologies, and being easy to use. These factors are crucial for evaluating product design, and most of
them are emotional factors.
The findings of this study echo those by Ashby and Johnson (2003), who stated that functionality,
provided by sound technical design, plays a clear role in product design. However, a greater role is that of
industrial design, which concerns the aesthetics of a product, and the associations and perceptions that the
product carries. This echoes the findings of McLoone et al. (2012), who proposed that a successful product
design meets or exceeds the emotional needs of users, beyond utility and quality. Integrating “feeling” into
products to present the emotional communication of user experiences has become a design trend of the 21st
century. Therefore, designing products to maintain basic functionality and incorporate the emotion-oriented
sensitivity of consumers is a concept that should be extended to more general product designs and should be
promoted in the aesthetics of economic development.
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